**LASERMARK FORM**

**PRICING**
- $5 per side for text
- $25 per image
- $25 per side for blade patterns
- $40 per knife for handle patterns

**Please include completed LifeSharp or Warranty Service form and Counterfeit Goods Acknowledgment form.**

**Directions:** Use the outlines below to mark specific location on blade and or handles. If you are submitting images to be lasermarked, please contact the customer service department by calling 833-557-2526 for additional assistance from a representative. We recommend jpg and png image formats. For additional information, please visit online at benchmade.com/lasermarking-support

**NOTE:** ALL SAMPLE FONTS BELOW ARE 10pt FONT. SIZE VARIES DEPENDING ON FONT CHOSEN. PLEASE CIRCLE CHOICES.

**FONTS:**
- Arial Italic
- COPPERPLATE- Italic
- Bradley Hand- Italic
- Times New Roman- Italic
- Papyrus- Italic
- Monotype Corsiva- Italic
- Tahoma- Italic
- Old English- Italic
- Pristina- Italic
- Script MS Bold- Italic
- Smokum- Italic
- Special Elite- Italic
- Other: ______________________

**CASE:**
- UPPERCASE / lowercase / Sentence Case

**ALIGN:**
- NEAR HANDLE / CENTER / NEAR TIP

**FONT SIZE:**
10 12 14 16 18 20 22

**STYLE:**
- BOLD / ITALIC

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:**

---
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